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PeVino Pro

The wine cellar that does not need 
a hole in the ground.
 
Here you get all of the most 
requested features of a wine cooler.
 
PeVino Pro differs in many ways from 
the rest of the wine cabinet market.
 
Especially when it comes to the 
design. The overall visual expression 
throughput the entire range of PeVino 
wine coolers is clearly a reference to 
the proud tradition of Danish design.
 
The style is distinct in the clear and 
clean lines of doors in tinted UV-

filtered glass. The temperature is 
computer controlled from a discreet 
display.
 
The Pro series from PeVino are 
wine coolers that are suitable for 
restaurants, wine merchants and 
the dedicated wine collector.
 
The shelves are made of solid oak, 
which is unique in the wine coolers 
market.
 
PeVino is the only wine cooler on the 
market with dimmable LED lights in 
multiple colors of your own choice.

SINGLE ZONE

320 BOTTLES |  F IXED SHELVES

CHOOSE BETWEEN THREE COLOURS

SINGLE ZONE

280 BOTTLES |  PULL OUT SHELVES

CHOOSE BETWEEN THREE COLOURS
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280/320 bottles  |  Single and Dual zone

DUAL ZONE

280 BOTTLES |  F IXED SHELVES

CHOOSE BETWEEN THREE COLOURS



PeVino EVO 
140/142 bottles  |  Single and Dual zone

PeVino EVO 
90/96 bottles  |  Single and Dual zone

The design expression of PeVino is clearly Scandinavian with 

minimalist and clean lines, no handle and a discreet display.  

PeVino are the only wine coolers on the market with dimmable LED 

lights in multiple colors of your own choice. The built-in heater 

makes it possible for the wine cooler to be installed in a cold room.

PEVINO EVO 90 BOTTLES 

DUAL ZONE |  BLACK GLASS FRONT

PEVINO EVO 140 BOTTLES 

DUAL ZONE  |   BLACK GLASS FRONT

DIMMABLE LED L IGHTS 

IN  MULTIPLE COLORS OF YOUR CHOICE 
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Placement: Built in, freestanding

Height (cm): 126

Width (cm): 59,5

Product no.: PE80

Placement: Built in, freestanding

Height (cm): 163

Width (cm): 59,5

Product no.: PE120



PeVino EVO 

PeVino EVO Humidify 

220/210 bottles  |  Single and Dual zone

203 bottles  |  Single zone

Beautiful full size wine coolers with fronts in three looks: black, 

white or stainless steel. PeVino constantly keeps the Danish design 

tradition in mind, the new Evolution series is no exception to that.

The integrated hygrometer tends that the humidity does not go 

below a lower limit defined by you. When or if the predefined lower 

humidity limit in the wine cabinet is reached, the system will turn 

on fans and atomizers sending a fine mist throughout the cabinet. 

Placement: Built in, freestanding

Height (cm): 180

Width (cm): 59,5

Product no.: PE168

Placement: Built in, freestanding

Height (cm): 180

Width (cm): 59,5

Product no.: PEH168

PEVINO EVO 2 2 0 BOTTLES

SINGLE ZONE

STAINLESS STEEL FRONT

PEVINO EVO 2 10  BOTTLES

DUAL ZONE

BLACK GLASS FRONT 

PEVINO EVO HUMIDIFY

SINGLE ZONE  |   203  BOTTLES
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PeVino EVO 

PeVino EVO 

24 bottles  |  Single zone

38/46 bottles  |  Single and Dual zone

Designed for installation under a kitchen table top the PeVino 

22 and the PeVino 46 have a recessed base that allows the 

cabinet to fit the kitchen plinth as desired.

THE SHELVES  IN ALL PEVI NO UNI TS 

ARE MA DE OF OAK. 

Freestanding or built-in, the P46 fits perfectly in a modern kitchen 

environment. Available in white, black or stainless steel, this 

cabinet is welcome in any wine enthusiast’s home. 

Placement: Built in, freestanding

Height (cm): 86

Width (cm): 59.5

Product no.: PE46

Placement: Built in, freestanding

Height (cm): 84.5

Width (cm): 45

Product no.: PE22

PEVINO EVO 2 4  BOTTLES

SINGLE ZONE

BLACK GLASS FRONT

PEVINO EVO 46 BOTTLES 

SINGLE ZONE

 STAINLESS STEEL FRONT

PEVINO EVO 46 BOTTLES

SINGLE ZONE

BLACK GLASS FRONT

PEVINO EVO 38  BOTTLES

DUAL ZONE

WHITE GLASS FRONT
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Cigar Humidor Pro

Enjoying a cigar is not considered 
smoking in the traditional sense 
- it is mainly seen as part of a 
gastronomic experience.
 
Cigars are perishable and 
should be stored in a humidor, a 
drawer or cabinet with a built-in 
humidifier to keep the humidity 
at a constant level.
 
Storing cigars
Humidity and temperature are 
the most important factors when 
it comes to storing and aging 
cigars.
 
If the cigars are stored too dry, 
they crack. Keep them too warm 
and humid, and they become 
moldy.

Cigars - Temperature and 
humidity
Like wine, cigars are best kept at 
a stable temperature. However, 
the temperature must be higher 
than when storing wine, as cigars 
are best kept at around 20-22°C.
 
Even more important is the level 
of humidity. Cigars come from 
tropical climates, where the 
tobacco is naturally kept smooth 
and healthy. The optimum 
humidity level for storage of 
cigars is around 70%.
 
A classic and easy to remember 
rule of thumb is the 70-70 
formula for cigars, since they are 
kept fine at 70% humidity and 70 
degrees Fahrenheit. 

At least in countries still 
using the imperial system for 
temperatures it makes easily 
sense, but 70°F is 21,11°C.
 
Storage of cigars
Like certain wines, cigars can 
develop during long-term 
storage. Certain cigars will 
benefit from being stored up to 
10 years as the aromatic flavors 
will change along the way.
 
Most fresh cigars are significantly 
improved by storage for at least 
two or three months.
 
Young and new cigars have 
freshness and green notes while 
cigars with age develop rounded 
and deeper dark notes.

200 to 1400 cigars

PEVINO EVO

CIGAR HUMIDOR

1000 CIGARS

PEVINO EVO 

CIGAR HUMIDOR

1400 CIGARS

PEVINO EVO

CIGAR HUMIDOR

700 CIGARS

PEVINO EVO

CIGAR HUMIDO

450 CIGARS

PEVINO EVO

CIGAR HUMIDO

200 CIGARS
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Most fresh cigars are 
significantly improved by 

storage for at least two 
or three months.



T H E  U L T I M A T E  W I N E  C O O L E R

ELEGANT DESIGN AND 
PERFECT FUNCTIONALITY

The design of all PeVino cabinets is true to their Scandinavian 

heritage. The elegant and minimalistic look makes any model 

from PeVino fit perfectly into the decor of most homes,

 restaurants and wine shops.

Six different sizes fits all. With a capacity from 24 bottles 

to the flagship PeVino Pro containing up to 320 bottles. 

Your precious bottles will rest in the best possible way.

Beauty and performance in perfect harmony.
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